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Journey into the Mystery #10
Veils of Illusion

with Carole Burstein, PhD & Robert Litman, CBA

January 17-21, 2019
Maui, Hawaii

My life is a continuous inquiry into the illusions I call “reality” (1975)

T

his workshop invites us to discover the
veils upon illusory veils, unconsciously
woven into assumptive beliefs, that
protect us from what are not ready to
know. What seems in one moment to be
an unquestionable life “given” can later
reveal itself to be a perspective skewed to
insure our survival. Each illusory veil can
become a reflective portal that reveal hidden
assumptions about life, and our place in it.

To register, please contact:
Carole Burstein at cbaloha@gmail.com or
808.891.8662
Robert Litman at robert@thebreathablebody.
com or 206.707.1639

The construction of these “veils of illusion”
is not pathology; it is the way our species
survives. Only when we attain a certain
critical mass of comfort, safety and resources
in the world, can we begin to challenge,
examine and explore the tenets that have
unconsciously run our lives.

Tuition: $2500, Organic Gourmet meals
included. Early Bird Discount of $150 for
tuitions paid in full by December 15th, 2018.
Limited to 14 participants.

* If this is your first experience with Living
Inquiry, The Breathable Body or Journey
into the Mystery, please contact us for an
application.

Lodging: Limited lodging available. Please
inquire.

Come journey with us through the portal of paradigm shifting
where we delve into the Mystery of truths and “illusions” that
underly the foundations of Being
Carole Burstein, PhD

Carole’s passion for the process of human
transformation has birthed and nurtured
her “Living Inquiry,” both personally and
professionally. This approach to consciousness
grounded in Love alchemically coalesces a wide
variety of training and experience. More at
livinginquirymaui.com

Robert Litman, CBA

Robert’s life work of studying, teaching and
living embodiment has led to his creation of “The
Breathable Body”. This approach synthesizes the
modalities of Continuum, Buteyko Breathing
and The Duggan-French Approach to Somatic
Patterning. More at thebreathablebody.com and
continuumwellsprings.com.

